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Abstract - The penetration of DG is increasing on distri-
bution networks across the world. As a result, networks are
being pushed closer to their operating limits. In particular,
voltage rise has been identified as a key barrier to further
DG capacity. Active management of the voltage constraint
may be possible, leading to a form of constraint management
at distribution level for the first time. Here a novel method is
proposed, which minimises the cost of curtailment. It takes
advantage of the dispatchable capability of certain forms of
DG, such as biomass, hydro or landfill gas. There are a num-
ber of well established methods for congestion management
on the transmission network. A number of these are applied
to voltage management on the distribution network and used
for comparison with the new minimum cost method. The
variability of voltage sensitivities and market prices is also in-
vestigated, with their impact on the cost of curtailment quan-
tified.

Keywords - Power distribution operation, Energy re-
sources, Dispersed storage and generation, Costs.

1 Introduction

HISTORICALLY distribution networks have been
passive systems used only for the delivery of energy

to the consumer. With the advent of distributed genera-
tion (DG), the role of distribution networks is changing.
They are now employed for the delivery and harvesting
of energy. A number of well established constraints place
limits on the permissable capacity of DG [1, 2]. The volt-
age constraint, in particular, has previously been identified
as often being the limiting constraint to further DG ca-
pacity [3]. Traditionally, network operators have offered
firm access to prospective generators. The amount of firm
access granted under the connection agreement to a dis-
tributed generator is the level of output at which they can
always operate without violating any of the constraints on
the network. Non firm access refers to output greater than
this amount, at which generators may be allowed operate
dependent on the system conditions throughout the year.
The introduction of non firm access will lead to some form
active control of DG, whereby control actions will be re-
quired to bring the system back within limits from time to
time.

Previous work has shown the scope for non firm en-
ergy beyond the strict constraint limits and has opti-
mised the allocation of this non firm energy, such that
the constraint breaches are reduced and hence the energy
harvested is increased [4]. Congestion management is
well established on transmission networks, with existing

schemes in place [5,6]. However, given their traditionally
passive nature, constraint management on distribution net-
works is much more unusual.

In [7], methods to estimate the amount of wind power
that could be installed in areas with congestion problems
are presented. The methods are applied to the Swedish
transmission network and the cost of the spilled energy is
determined. Other work has focused on the coordination
of wind and hydro plant, with the hydro plant being used
as storage. The objective was to maximise the generator’s
profit and to smooth out the combined output of the gen-
erators [8]. In [9], the operation of a proposed active man-
agement scheme is investigated on the Orkney islands in
Scotland. The feasibility and benefits of non firm access
are highlighted as are the potentially complex operational
issues surrounding the implementation of such a scheme.
In [10], the issue of the operation of curtailment on the
distribution network is addressed, with a number of cur-
tailment methods compared and the calculation of voltage
sensitivities examined. The influence of losses on the cur-
tailment rules is addressed. Previous work has examined
the impact of distributed resources on congestion manage-
ment on the transmission network in terms of contribution
factors [11]. In [12], the use of customer side generation
to provide congestion relief on the transmission system is
examined. Other work has focused on the reliability worth
of DG [13] and the consideration of an optimal operating
strategy for DG on an hourly basis. Other operational is-
sues have been investigated such as in [14], where a Monte
Carlo simulation is employed to assess the impact of all
possible DG operation conditions on the system. In [15],
the operational issues of using multiple DG sources for
voltage support are examined with a number of recom-
mendations made.

In this paper, the curtailment of DG as a method of
relieving voltage rise on the distribution system is in-
vestigated. A number of existing methods employed for
congestion management on the transmission network are
implemented for voltage management on the distribution
system. A novel minimum cost curtailment method is pro-
posed that utilises the ability of some forms of DG to re-
dispatch. The amount of curtailment required is calculated
based not only on the voltage sensitivity of the DG buses,
but also on the cost of curtailment of the DG. The cost of
curtailment of a generator is dependent on the capability
of the generation to ramp up and down while maintaining
their annual energy output. By taking account of this capa-
bility of certain generators the amount of non dispatchable
generation spilled through curtailment can be substantially
reduced.



Section 2 describes a novel minimum cost curtailment
method that takes account of the dispatchable capability
of some forms of DG. Section 3 describes some of the ex-
isting congestion management methods used on transmis-
sion networks and how they can be applied to distribution
systems for voltage management. The calculation of the
voltage sensitivities and description of the test system is
given in Section 4. Results and discussion are given in
Section 5, with conclusions given in Section 7.

2 Minimum Cost Curtailment

This method minimises the cost of a voltage manage-
ment scheme. This method facilitates an overall increase
in energy output from DG by avoiding the spilling of en-
ergy by non dispatchable generation, which in turn re-
duces the cost of curtailment. It utilises voltage sensitiv-
ities to calculate the contribution of each generator to the
voltage rise. The cost of curtailment for each generator is
also determined and is used to allocate the required cur-
tailment between the generators such that the overall cost
is minimised.

2.1 Voltage Sensitivities

Due to the low X/R ratio in distribution networks, the
magnitudes of bus voltages are more dependent on the ac-
tive power injections in the system than in the transmis-
sion system which tends to have higher X/R ratios. Volt-
age sensitivities are employed here to identify the contri-
bution of each generator to the constraint limits. Tradi-
tionally, voltage control on distribution networks is done
by reactive power control or tap changing transformers.
Active power curtailment is proposed here as an alterna-
tive method, which can be used if the alternative methods
are unavailable or have been exhausted. The voltage sen-
sitivities are used to calculate the amount of curtailment
required by each generator.

Given a specific operating point, the Jacobian matrix
used in Newton-Raphson load flow methods can reflect
the sensitivities of bus voltage changes to power changes.
In [16], the sensitivities of voltage to the P or Q injections
from distributed generations were analysed. In summary,
for all the PQ mode buses (including load buses and those
buses with distributed generators attached which are oper-
ating at the power factor mode), the bus voltage sensitiv-
ities to the active and reactive power injections,∂V/∂P
(µ) and∂V/∂Q, can be calculated from Equation (1).
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Where V is the vector of nodal voltages,θ is the vector

of voltage angles and J is the Jacobian matrix given by
Equation (2).
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The variable nature of load and DG means that power
flows in the network will vary frequently. The Jacobian

matrix in Equation (2) is dependent on the operating con-
dition and will change accordingly. Hence, the sensitivity
matrix in Equation (2) will also change with the operating
condition, leading to a significant variation in the sensitiv-
ity values. These variable sensitivities are employed in the
methodology and their impact examined in Section 5.

2.2 Cost of Curtailment

The cost of curtailment of each generator is calcu-
lated and used in conjunction with the voltage sensitiv-
ities to calculate how much energy should be curtailed.
The result is the amount of curtailment that leads to the
minimum overall cost. The cost of curtailment is depen-
dent on a number of factors. Firstly, it is dependent on
whether the plant is dispatchable or not. In the case of
non-dispatchable generation, such as wind, the Genera-
tion Marginal Cost (GMC) is equal to the system marginal
cost (e/MWh), i.e. the market price at that time. A dis-
patchable generator, such as biomass, can redispatch itself
to accommodate some of the curtailment for ‘free’.

There is a limit to this ‘free’ curtailment, dependent
on the plant availability, load factor and magnitude and
frequency of constraint breaches. The amount of curtail-
ment that a dispatchable generator can accommodate can
be calculated based on the generation load factor and plant
availability. The average amount of curtailment required
over a year can be estimated reasonably well through sim-
ulation of the network. It is impossible to predict ahead
of time exactly when instances of overvoltage will occur.
However, the total amount of constraint breaches over a
year can be assumed to be a relatively stable value from
year to year, given the predictable nature of both the load
and overall DG energy output. As such, the calculation of
the GMC is based on historical levels of required curtail-
ment. The calculation of the generation marginal cost of
thelth energy resource (GMCl) is given in Equation (3).

GMCl =
CurtReq − FreeCurt

CurtReq
MP +CycleCostl l ∀M.

(3)
WhereCurtReq andFreeCurt give the amount of en-

ergy to be curtailed and the amount of energy that can be
accommodated for free in terms of energy alone respec-
tively. MP gives the price paid to the generator in the
market and M is the set of all available energy resources.
CycleCostl is the cost of cycling and is explained below.
If FreeCurt is greater thanCurtReq, then the generator
can accommodate more curtailment than is required and
GMCl is equal to the cycling cost. It can be seen that in
the case of non dispatchable generation where generally
FreeCurt = 0, GMCWind = MP + CycleCostWind.
In the case of a dispatchable generator, it can be seen that
theGMC will be based on the fraction ofCurtReq that
can be accommodated for free.FreeCurt is determined
by analysing the dispatchable generator’s historical output
profile. An estimate ofCurtReq can be determined based
on the magnitude of overvoltage experienced historically.
The generators could be compensated for any errors in this



calculation from year to year. The GMC is somewhat sim-
ilar to locational marginal prices (LMP). The LMPs within
a system are determined from the bids of the generators at
each location whereas GMCs are based on the location of
the generators and the type of generation, thereby essen-
tially giving the opportunity cost of using that generator
for curtailment.

The ability to increase or reduce the output of an elec-
tricity generator is limited by the thermal and mechanical
stresses imposed on the unit during the ramping process.
The higher the change in output over a particular period
of time, the more onerous the stresses imposed on the unit
and the more likely component failures and outages be-
come. Hence, if a dispatchable generator is required to
take on more of the curtailment then the stress on the unit
will increase. This cost to the dispatchable generator is
included in the form of a cycling cost [17]. Even small
changes in output are significant as many small cycles add
up and contribute to real damage [18]. Using the method-
ology described in [19], the cost of cycling a biomass gen-
erator is calculated here. Similarly there is a cost asso-
ciated with cycling a LFG generator, which could also be
calculated in a similar fashion. Wind turbines are designed
to able to pitch in and out of the wind as desired with no
damage to the blades, henceCycleCostWind is taken to
be zero.

2.3 Curtailment Method

The proportion of generation to curtail is calcu-
lated based on the bus voltage sensitivity and generation
marginal cost of each generator, leading to a sensitivity
value in kV/e as shown in Equation 4.

βijl =
µij

GMCjl

i∀N, j ∀N, l ∀M. (4)

Whereβijl (kV/e) gives the voltage sensitivity in terms of
cost of using thelth energy resource connected at thejth
bus to reduce the voltage at theith bus.GMCjl is the gen-
eration marginal cost of thelth energy resource connected
to thejth bus (GMCjl > 0). M & N give the number of
energy resources and buses respectively. The sensitivity
values, given byµij , have the units of kV/MWh as cur-
tailment is assigned for a specific time period. It is evident
from Equation (4) that the higher the generation marginal
cost, the more expensive it is to reduce the voltage using
thelth energy resource and vice versa. The voltage sensi-
tivity µij (kV/MW) defines how much the voltage changes
at theith bus per MW change in active power at thejth
bus.βijl is a similar sensitivity with the amount the volt-
age changes now defined in terms of cost. It can be seen
from Equation (4) that ifGMCl is low, then that leads to a
high value ofβijl and therefore from Equation (5) below,
the lth generator would be allocated a large proportion of
the curtailment.

Propjl =
βijlPj l

∆Vi

i ∀ N, j ∀N, l ∀M. (5)

WherePropjl is the proportion of the total voltage rise at
the ith bus (∆Vi) allocated to thelth energy resource at

the jth bus (0 ≤ Propjl ≤ 1,
M
∑

l=1

N
∑

j=1

Propjl = 1). Pj l

gives the output at thejth bus of thelth energy resource at
the time of curtailment. The overvoltage, given by∆Vi, is
divided between the contributing generators.β is used to
attribute the proportion of the voltage rise to each genera-
tor based on cost, butµ is still required to curtail the gen-
erators by their allotted amount. This leads to Equation
(6) which gives the total amount of curtailment required
for a voltage breach at theith bus.

PCurtail j =

M
∑

l=1

Propjl(∆Vi)

µij

i ∀ N. (6)

WherePCurtail j is the amount of curtailment at thejth
bus for a voltage breach at theith bus..

2.4 Operating Constraints of Plant

The basis of the minimum cost method is that the dis-
patchable generation can accommodate the required en-
ergy by cycling up and down. As detailed in [20], in a
competitive market a generator with a limited amount of
fuel may be contracted to supply a certain amount of elec-
tricity at various times throughout the day. If the price is
low, the generator could purchase electricity from the mar-
ket, store its fuel and produce its own electricity at a later
stage for an increased price. This is akin to the situation
described above with dispatchable plant deferring produc-
tion to avoid the non dispatchable generation from spilling
energy and then increasing its output at a later stage, thus
maintaining its projected total output. There are a number
of dispatchable distributed generators that would have the
capability to operate in this manner; biomass, LFG and
hydro. All three have a limited energy resource and will
have a projected total output for the year. In the case of
hydro this will be affected by the amount of rainfall. The
annual output of a landfill gas (LFG) plant is dependent
on the rate of the landfill gas generation at the site. This
gas is collected in a system of pipes on site and pumped
to a nearby gas turbine [21]. There are a number of types
of biomass plant, but in the case of an industrial residue
plant, the output of the generator may be influenced by
the operating schedule of the site it serves and also on the
availability of its fuel. As result these plants will not be
completely flexible and may not be able to adopt a profit
maximising strategy. This is also relevant for combined
heat and power (CHP) plant.

3 Existing Curtailment Methods

There are a number of established methods for curtail-
ing generators on the transmission system. Three of the
most relevant, which are also given in [22], are applied
to the distribution system here and are given below. They
all employ voltage sensitivities to calculate the required
amount of curtailment. They are used in Section 5 for
comparison with the new curtailment method developed



in Section 2. They are represented graphically by the two
generator case shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Different curtailment methods for two generator case

The limit of the generation operation is given by the
constant voltage line for bus A (in bold). Above this line,
the voltage at A exceeds its maximum permissable value.
This line is given by Equation (7).

µAAPA + µABPB + VBase = VMax (7)

WhereµAA gives the voltage sensitivity (kV/MW) of bus
A to generation connected at bus A andµAB gives the
voltage sensitivity of bus A to generation connected at bus
B. PA gives the output (MW) of the generator connected
at bus A.VBase gives the voltage (kV) when there is no
generation connected andVMax gives the maximum per-
missable voltage. In the two generator case shown, the
generators are operating above this limit and are required
to curtail their output to bring the voltage back within its
limit. The minimum energy method involves the curtail-
ment of the generator that has the highest voltage sensi-
tivity. The minimum distance curtails the generators such
that the geometric distance between the current operating
point and the constant voltage line is minimised. Thirdly,
the proportional method curtails the generators according
to their individual contribution to the voltage rise. Each of
these methods are described in more detail below.

3.1 Minimum Energy Curtailment

This method entails curtailing the generation that con-
tributes most to the voltage rise. Hence, the voltage can
be restored to within the limits with the least amount of
curtailed energy. This method is described by Equation
(8), where the sum of the curtailed energy at all buses is
minimised.

Min

N
∑

j=1

PCurtail j (8)

From Equation (8) the energy curtailed is minimised by
selecting the maximum voltage sensitivity (µij) for theith
bus. The calculation of the curtailment is shown in Equa-
tion (9).

PCurtail j =
∆Vi

µij

i ∀ N. (9)

WherePCurtail j (MWh) is the amount of energy that is
curtailed at thejth bus. ∆Vi gives the magnitude of the
overvoltage at theith bus. µij is the voltage sensitivity
(kV/MW) of the ith bus to generation at thejth bus. In
terms of voltage, the generator that has the highest voltage

contribution to theith bus will be generation connected
at theith bus (i.e. j = i). If there is no generation or
not enough generation connected at theith bus then the
next highest value is used in Equation (9) or a combina-
tion thereof.

3.2 Minimum Distance Curtailment

This method minimises the distance from the initial
operating point to the constant voltage line in Figure 1.
This can be expressed mathematically by Equation (10)
which minimises the sum of the squared cartesian coor-
dinates of distance. This method curtails the generation
on the basis of their respective voltage sensitivities. It is
done independently of their own output levels at the time
of curtailment.

Min

N
∑

j=1

P 2

Curtail j (10)

The generalised form of this method is given by Equa-
tion (11) which gives the total amount of curtailment
(PCurtail j) required at thejth bus for a voltage constraint
breach at theith bus. Each generator is represented by its
associated voltage sensitivity value.

PCurtail j = (∆Vi)
M
∑

l=1
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i ∀ N. (11)

The main drawback of the minimum distance curtailment
method is that the amount of curtailment of each genera-
tor is calculated independent of the generator’s operating
points. In a case where two generators have the same volt-
age sensitivity, but one of the generators has a power out-
put four times greater than the other generator, the gener-
ators would be curtailed by the same amount even though
one generator is responsible for 80% of the total voltage
rise.

3.3 Proportional Curtailment

Another method of curtailment is to curtail each gen-
erator contributing to the voltage rise proportionally, i.e.
if a generator contributes to 25% of the voltage rise then it
takes 25% of the curtailment required.

Equation (12) gives the proportional contribution of
each generator to the voltage rise at theith bus.

Propjl =
µijPj l

∆Vi

i ∀ N, j ∀N, l ∀M. (12)

Where∆Vi is again the magnitude of the overvoltage at
the ith bus. Equation (12) is similar to Equation (5),
with the difference being that the voltage rise is allocated
between the generators using the voltage sensitivity (µ)
rather than the modified voltage sensitivityβ employed in
the minimum cost methodology. This value forPropjl is
then substituted into the previous expression forPCurtail j

in Equation (6). In the case where the cost of curtail-
ment of the generators is equal, the proportional method
is equivalent to the minimum cost method.



4 Test System & Data

A sample section of network is modelled and simu-
lated to compare the performance of the minimum cost
method against the performance of the other methods. The
network section analysed is a typical rural section of the
Irish 38kV distribution network, shown in Figure 2. The
line impedances for the network are given in the Appendix
in Table 4. To assess the impact of the various curtailment
methods, a DG scenario is analysed to assess the scope
for optimisation of DG operation. Annual simulations are
carried out to compare the performance of the various cur-
tailment methods. The simulations consist of load flow
calculations carried out for half hourly data. The data used
in the simulations includes actual historical active and re-
active power profiles for each of the energy resources and
loads, along with data on frequency of N-1 outages and
the sending voltage at the transmission station. The gener-
ation and load profiles were employed for the simulation
were obtained from [23, 24]. The power factor of DG is
taken as fixed, as is the case with DG in the UK and Ire-
land.

Figure 2: 38kV 7 bus radial distribution network diagram

The sensitivity of the bus voltages to increasing gen-
eration (µij) is determined for minimum load levels, all
with a power factor of 0.95. It is evident from the network
topology in Figure 2 that the voltage at some buses will be
independent of generation at other buses. Table 1 shows
the voltage sensitivity of each bus to power injections at
all the buses under normal feeding conditions, rounded to
four decimal places. The buses with the highest sensitiv-

ities and interdependence can be identified as buses C &
D. The maximum allowable voltage is 1.1pu, the genera-
tion is curtailed such that the voltage is brought back to
1.095pu in the case of overvoltage.

5 Results & Discussion

Results are shown here evaluating the performance of
the minimum cost curtailment method with direct com-
parison to the curtailment methods described in Section
3. The network shown in Figure 2 was simulated over a
given year and the amount and cost of energy curtailed
under each of the methods compared. For the case sim-
ulated a 12MW wind generator was connected at bus C
and a 6.5MW biomass plant was chosen as the dispatch-
able generator and was connected at bus D. the wind and
biomass generators have load factors of 0.35 and 0.85 re-
spectively. The results are dependent on the sizing and
siting of the generation. These allocations are chosen to
give an illustrative example of the impact of each of the
curtailment methods.

CurtailReq is calculated to be 2,439MWh based on
the historical minimum cost curtailment requirement and
FreeCurtail is calculated to be 2,051MWh based on the
historical operating profile of the biomass plant. Both
figures are based on constraint breaches at bus C. The
cycling cost was estimated to be approximatelye12 per
MWh [19]. A number of rules were drawn up for the re-
dispatch of the dispatchable generation. The rules only
permit the generator to ramp up when the load is above a
certain level, the wind generation is below a certain level
and the generator is available. These rules ensure that
when the generator ramps up its output, it does not result
in new constraint breaches and that the redispatch is done
in a realistic manner.

There are a number of practical issues that should be
considered when examining potential curtailment meth-
ods. As mentioned in Section 2 the voltage sensitivities
are dependent on the operating conditions and will vary
over the year. Another issue to be considered is the impact
of the market price. The market price will vary through-
out the year and the impact of a variable market price is
also assessed here. To this end, a number of scenarios
are tested utilising averaged and real time data. All of the
methods compared below use the same costing structure.

Table 1: Bus Voltage Sensitivitiesµij (kV/MW)

Bus A B C D E F G

A 0.0437 0 0 0 0 0 0

B 0 0.0272 0 0 0 0 0

C 0 0 0.154 0.1258 0 0 0

D 0 0 0.118 0.1354 0 0 0

E 0 0 0 0 0.0754 0.0473 0

F 0 0 0 0 0.0415 0.2089 0

G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.105



5.1 Variable Voltage Sensitivities

From Equation 2, it can be seen that there will be a
variation in the bus voltage sensitivities dependent on the
operating condition. The impact of these variations are
assessed here by using sensitivity values that are recalcu-
lated throughout the year. The variance of the voltage sen-
sitivity is dependent how the operating conditions vary at
each bus throughout the year, hence, the amount and type
of generation connected at each bus will have a significant
impact on it. For this case the market price is set to its av-
erage value for the year. Table 2 shows the new amounts
of curtailed energy under the different curtailment meth-
ods when the varying voltage sensitivities are employed.
Table 2: Curtailed Energy (MWh) with Variable Voltage Sensitivities

Bio Wind Total Cost (e)

Min. Energy 0 1,810.1 1,810.1 99,011

Min. Dist. 901.6 1,014.7 1,919.3 85,034

Proportional 981.8 943.6 1,925.3 83,767

Min. Cost 1,239.4 714.7 1,954.0 68,839

It can be seen that, in terms of energy, the minimum
energy curtailment method has the least amount of energy
curtailed, with the minimum cost method incurring the
most curtailment. However, given that the energy curtailed
under the minimum energy method is wind energy, it is the
most expensive option. The other methods are cheaper be-
cause they employ the dispatchable generator, in this case
biomass, to initially curtail the energy. The energy is not
lost because the biomass generator regains this energy at a
later stage. The biomass plant was redispatched through-
out the year and it was found that it could successfully
accommodate its allotted level of curtailment, by ramp-
ing up its output whenever it was permitted, based on the
rules described in Section 2.4. The redispatch rules suc-
cessfully ensured that no new overvoltages occurred when
unit ramped up its output. The impact of the GMC can be
seen in Table 2 with the cheaper biomass curtailment be-
ing employed much more in the minimum cost approach.
This leads to a 24.4% reduction in cost over the minimum
energy method for the case shown.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Biomass Output Profiles

Figure 3 shows a comparison between the original
biomass output profile and the redispatched profile over

a sample period of the year. The impact of the redispatch
can be seen with the redispatch profile reducing its output
when required and ramping up when possible to regain the
curtailed energy.

5.2 Variable Market Price

In a real market situation the price paid to generators
varies throughout the day. Depending on when the dis-
patchable generator ramps up or down its output may af-
fect the price they get paid for their energy. Market price
data for each half hour of a given year was obtained from
the transmission system operator in Ireland [23]. In this
case, a variable market price is included. The voltage sen-
sitivities are fixed to the values shown in Table 1.
Table 3: Curtailed Energy (MWh) with Variable Market Price

Bio Wind Total Cost (e)

Min. Energy 0 1,869.3 1,869.3 89,846

Min. Dist. 902.5 1,177.8 2,080.2 70,131

Proportional 1,083.3 1,039.2 2,122.5 66,222

Min. Cost 1,392.9 802.0 2,194.9 61,269

Table 3 shows the impact of a variable market price on
the cost of curtailment over the year. The market price is
not taken account of in the three methods outlined in Sec-
tion 3. However, in the minimum cost method, it is used in
the calculation of the energy to be curtailed by the respec-
tive generators. As seen in Figure 3, the curtailment gen-
erally occurs in the early hours of the morning when the
load is low, corresponding to times when the market price
tends to be lower than the average market price previously
employed. In addition, due the redispatch rules in Section
2.4, the times when the biomass generation redispatches,
is restricted to times of somewhat higher load, generally
during the day. The market price tends to be higher than
average at these times. Both of these factors combine to
give the saving in cost that occurs when accurate pricing
information is employed. These Tables shows that in this
case the use of an average price leads to considerable over-
estimation of the cost of curtailment. In a case where the
market price was higher at the times of curtailment than
at times of redispatch, the generator may experience an
increase in cost through the use of accurate pricing.
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Figure 4: Annual Cost of Curtailment under all Scenarios

Figure 4 summarises the cost of curtailment for all
combinations of fixed or variable market price and volt-
age sensitivity. It gives an overall view of the performance
of each of the curtailment methods for the case tested.
It highlights the consistently superior performance of the
minimum cost method over the other methods for the test
case examined. The relative differences between the meth-
ods will change depending on the specific case, however,
as long as there is a difference in the cost of curtailment
between the generators, the minimum cost method will
outperform the others. It can also be seen that regard-
less of the method employed, savings are accrued through
the use of more accurate and up to date data. This sav-
ing must be balanced against the increased operating costs
that would result through the use of online data in the op-
eration of the curtailment scheme.

It can be seen that when accurate voltage sensitivity
values are used, the overall amount of energy curtailed de-
creases when compared to the fixed sensitivities. This is
because the fixed values shown in Table 1 are calculated
for an operating condition (minimum load) that results in
higher than average voltage sensitivities. For the mini-
mum cost method there is an 11% saving through using
variable sensitivities rather than fixed values. This demon-
strates that the variation in voltage sensitivities has a con-
siderable effect on the amount of curtailment required over
the year, leading to a significant impact on the generator’s
revenue. This indicates that it may be worthwhile using
some kind of dynamic sensitivity values when determin-
ing the amount of curtailed energy. There would be imple-
mentation and operating costs associated with using vari-
able sensitivity values, but the impact of the variation is
considerable, so perhaps values could be associated with
each of the operating conditions, leading to more efficient
curtailment.

6 Future Work

The vast majority of research to date in the area of
Distributed Energy Resources has focussed on the sup-
ply side, as is borne out by the widespread use of the
term Distributed Generation (DG) rather than Distributed
Energy Resources (DER). A significant amount of this
research has been on the integration of large scale DG,
i.e. connection to high voltage (primary) distribution net-
works. There are a number of reasons for this, not least the
relative maturity of large scale wind technology in com-
parison to other potential distributed energy resources.
The integration of DER onto the low voltage distribu-
tion network poses unique technical and economic chal-
lenges for the planning, management and operation of
distribution networks. Technical constraints arising from
the structure and technical characteristics of the network
present a barrier to the utilisation of the network. The
situation is fast approaching where utilities will be pre-
sented with domestic customers who can participate in
DSM schemes within the market framework, have access
to pricing signals through smart meters, are capable of

meeting their own electricity demand and who can actu-
ally export power onto the network. There are a number
of questions surrounding each of these capabilities, with
each providing its own challenges to the planning and op-
eration of the network. A comprehensive integrated ap-
proach which examines both the supply and demand side
distributed resources in tandem will be the focus of our
future work.

7 Conclusion

The advent of non firm access to distribution network
will require new methods of distribution operation. A min-
imum cost curtailment method for DG voltage manage-
ment is proposed here that facilitates an increase in energy
output from DG by avoiding the spilling of energy by non
dispatchable generation, which in turn reduces the cost of
curtailment. The implementation of this method has been
demonstrated for a full year simulation. Three existing
curtailment methods, that have been traditionally used for
congestion management on the transmission system, are
applied here to voltage management on the distribution
system for comparison with the minimum cost method.
The new curtailment method minimises the cost of curtail-
ment for the generators. It has been shown here that a sig-
nificant saving is possible if the flexibility of the available
dispatchable generation is utilised. Variable voltage sen-
sitivities have been calculated and their impact has been
demonstrated with a reduction in curtailed energy over the
year when accurate values are used. The impact of online
market prices has also been assessed with a reduction in
the cost of curtailment occurring.
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Appendix

Table 4: Test System Data

Lines

R (Ω) X (Ω)

Tx-A 1.19 1.176

Tx-B 0.18 0.53

Tx-E 3.36 3.53

Tx-G 5.59 5.88

A-B 5.97 6.27

B-C 9.32 9.80

C-D 2.074 6.052

E-F 10.44 10.98

E-G 3.65 8.90
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